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Abstract
In development, one of the most pressing questions is to understand how tissue growth and organ
size are normally regulated during animal development and how interference with such
regulation could lead to uncontrollable growth. With respect to my research, the growth
inhibition mediated by Hippo signaling is a topic of interest. The Hippo signaling pathway is
important for tissue growth and organ size control within Drosophila melanogaster. This
pathway cascade consists of many proteins that are all responsible for restraining cell
proliferation and promoting apoptosis. Mutations in the Hippo pathway, specifically in the Hpo
gene, lead to tissue overgrowth, or a “hippopotamus-like” phenotype.

The Hippo pathway is composed of a kinase cascade where Hpo phosphorylates the protein
kinase Warts (Wts), activating Wts. The proteins responsible for the activation of Wts are
Salvador (Sav) and Mob as a tumor suppressor (Mats). Sav functions as a scaffold protein,
promoting the phosphorylation of Wts while Mats associates with the kinase activity of Wts,
therefore activating it. Activated Wts then phosphorylates and inactivates the transcriptional coactivator Yorkie (Yki), which in turn inhibits growth. In contrast, active Yki is bound to the
transcription factor Scalloped (Sd), which allows for the expression of organ growth genes that
promote cell cycle progression.

The aspect of the Hippo pathway that most interested me is the effect of hippo and salvador on
cell proliferation, specifically with the change in area of Drosophila melanogaster wings. The
Drosophila embryos were injected with the genes of interest, specifically HpoVN, HpoVC,
HpoVN/HpoVC, HpoVC/SavVN and HpoVN KD, using a pUAST vector. After the Drosophila
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grew to maturation, the wing sizes for each set of genetically modified Drosophila were
measured. The mutant Hpo, HpoVN KD, has the largest average total wing area of 1.34e6 pixels.
Being the mutant, Wts was not phosphorylated and therefore Yki was activated, leading to cell
proliferation and, therefore, greater wing area. It would then be expected for HpoVC and
HpoVN to have wing growth, but they should both be less than the mutant. All of the data has
been run through a one-way ANOVA statistical analysis using the Tukey-Kramer method
through the Minitab© program. This was the case since HpoVC and HpoVN both had areas of
1.22e6 pixels and 1.20e6 pixels, respectively. It was concluded that the areas were less than the
other wing types because Hpo phosphorylated Wts, which inactivated Yki, preventing
overexpression.
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Introduction
The signaling cell produces a specific signal molecule that is detected by a target cell. These
signals are carried through the cell via intracellular signaling pathways, consisting of a molecular
pathway where the message is passed down from one intracellular signaling molecule to the
other. As it moves down the cascade, each molecule is activating and/or generating the next
signal in the pathway. The parts of these intracellular signaling pathways result in the response
of the cell, numerous functions crucial to the cell. The pathway can relay the signal, spreading
the specific signal across the cell as well as serving as an amplification mechanism so only a few
extracellular signal molecules are needed to cause a large intracellular response [1]. These
pathways then receive the signals and integrate them before relaying the signal onward [1].

The Hippo Pathway
The Hippo signaling pathway, also known as the Salvador/Warts/Hippo pathway controls organ
size in animals through the regulation of apoptosis and cell regulation [2]. The name of this
pathway comes from the protein kinase Hippo (Hpo) because the mutation in this gene results in
tissue overgrowth (growing large like a hippopotamus). One of the key issues in developmental
biology is to understand how an organ knows when to stop growing after reaching a specific
size. The Hippo signaling pathway restrains cell proliferation and promotes apoptosis to do just
this [2]. Many cancers are due to erroneous cell division, which is why the Hippo signaling
pathway has become a significant area of discussion with respect to cancer research.
The pathway mechanism is composed of a kinase cascade where Hpo phosphorylates the protein
kinase Warts (Wts), which now becomes active [3]. The two proteins known to assist in the
activation of Wts are Salvador (Sav) and Mob as a tumor suppressor (Mats) [4]. After binding
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with Hpo and becoming phosphorylated, Sav functions as a scaffold protein, promoting the
phosphorylation of Wts [4]. Hpo also phosphorylates and activates Mats, allowing Mats to
associate with the kinase activity of Wts, strengthening it [5]. This activated Wts then continues
to phosphorylate and inactivate the transcriptional co activator Yorkie (Yki) [5]. Yki is bound to
the transcription factor Scalloped (Sd) in the active state, allowing for the expression of organ
growth genes that promote cell cycle progression, preventing apoptosis [6]. In contrast, the
inactivation of Yki by Wts inhibits the growth.

Since the study of cancer genetics is relevant to the cell growth and development pathways found
within humans, it is important to study the human orthologs of all these genes. The human
ortholog of Yki is the YAP gene, whose role is to overcome contact inhibition [7]. This is the
main growth control property of normal cells in culture where proliferation stops after cells reach
confluence [7]. In a cancerous cell, proliferation is not controlled. In my research, I specifically
observed the phenotypic change in Drosophila wing sizes when the Drosophila embryos were
injection with variants of Hpo and Sav.
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YAP

Figure 1 – This figure is a comparison between the Hippo pathway in Drosophila melanogaster and mammals
(specifically human beings.) The Hippo signaling pathway restrains cell proliferation and promotes apoptosis. The
following figure was adapted from Bin Zhao’s “Models of the Hippo pathway in Drosophila and mammals.”

Drosophila melanogaster
Drosophila melanogaster, more commonly known as a fruit fly, is a model organism in cell
development research because it allows scientists to quickly elucidate the complexity of
biological networks across flies, mice and most importantly, humans. Drosophilas are small and
very easily handled largely because they can be anesthetized with CO2 gas, making it simpler for
transfer and phenotype analysis. Drosophila is also sexually dimorphic, making it easier to
differentiate between sexes, most effectively by observing the abdomen. The most obvious
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determinant with the abdomen is that the female has seven (7) segments while that of the male
has only five (5) segments. The male abdomen also has a much darker abdomen tip than the
female.

Figure 2 – This figure illustrates the life cycle of Drosophila melanogaster. The following figure was adapted from
The University of Scranton’s “Drosophila Life Cycle.”

The Hippo (Hpo) and Salvador (Sav) Genes
Hippo is the Drosophila ortholog of the mammalian MST1 and MST2 serine/threonine kinases
[10]. Mutations of Hpo cause increased tissue growth and impaired cell death by apoptosis [11].
These Hpo mutations also show increased levels of the cell cycle regulator cyclin E and cell
death inhibitor DIAP1. This is similar to the effects seen with Sav, a gene that interacts with the
4

Hpo gene [11].

Sav is responsible for limiting organ size in vivo [10]. In the absence of Sav, there is an increase
in cell number generated through excessive proliferation and reduced apoptosis leads to an
enlargement in organ size. Hpo has the same outcome where inactivation causes an increase in
tissue and organ size [10]. Like Sav, Hpo is responsible for the restriction of tissue and organ
growth in vivo. As observed in Sav mutants, Hpo mutants failed to down-regulate cyclin E,
which is required for the transition from G1 to S phase [12, 13]. Sav and Hpo have similar lossof-function phenotypes as well, suggesting that they function in the same pathway. Based off of
previous research about the Hippo signaling pathway, Sav, Hpo and Wts form the foundation of
this tumor-growth suppressing pathway.

Genetic Tags
The ability to tag proteins genetically has been used to study the dynamic assembly, degradation
and structural composition of gap junction by tagging the connexins. For instance, a connexin is
a structurally related transmembrane protein that assembles to form vertebrate gap junctions.
The green fluorescent proteins (GFP) is an excellent marker to study the expression and
functional dynamics of proteins in living cells [15]. The effectiveness of GFP is mainly due to
its inert nature, derived from its tightly packed, 11-stranded !-barrel structure [16, 17].
Applications of GFP as a fluorescent protein tag have provided vital structural data to support the
concept that gap junctions are dynamic, quickly assembled and disassembled in response to
intracellular and extracellular stimuli [15].
In the research carried out, HpoVC and HpoVN were two of the molecules used, where VC and
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VN are the molecular tags. HpoVC and HpoVN are fusion proteins that fuse the Hpo proteins
with Venus C-terminus and Venus N-terminus, respectively. The enhancer used is UAS and is
driven by GAL4 (GAL4 insertions are useful drivers of UAS-mediated expression). The tagging
of Hpo with Venus allows testing whether Hpo could form dimer. If Hpo and Hpo can interact
with each other, Hpo VC and HpoVN will give out an intact Venus, a fluorescent protein. Then
the intensity of Venus signal is used to indicate Hpo-Hpo dimerization. For reference, Hpo KD
is the Hpo kinase dead, which is a a mutant version of Hpo that lacks kinase activity.

Figure 3 – Representation of HpoVC and HpoVN BiFC interaction. If these two interact, then they will regenerate
an intact Venus protein, and restore the fluorescent property of Venus. The Fluorescence intensity of Venus serves
as a signal that indicates Hpo-Hpo dimerization. The figure was adapted from Tom Kerppola’s “Principle of
multicolour bimolecular fluorescence complementation.”
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Materials and Methods
Drosophila Germline Transformation and Embryo Injection Protocol
* These protocols were compiled from “Drosophila germline transformation” by Nicolas Gompel [24] and
“Embryo Injection Protocol” by Paul Garrity [25]

I. Germline Transformation
a. Preparing the DNA for P-element based constructs
i. Make a midiprep of the construct of interest.
ii. Re-suspend the DNA at 1µg/µl (avoid phenol purification)
iii. Next create the injection mix.
iv. Let the vortex spin for 15 minutes at 10,000 RPM.
v. Carefully harvest the 17µl from the top and transfer it to a new tube. Use
1 µl or less to fill the needles. Be careful to avoid filling the needles with
tiny air bubbles that form at the tip of the needs because this could make
injection difficult.
vi. Once the needles have been filled, store them in a humid chamber at 4o C
for a few days.
b. Fly Preparation
i. The yw phenotype is best suited because it allows detection of white
rescue phenotypes or expression of a fluorescent protein in the adult eye.
ii. Keep the flies in bottles on a standard medium
iii. Then transfer ~300 flies per egg-lay cage 2-3 days before the first
injection, allowing them to get used to the egg-laying conditions set forth.
iv. The egg-lay caps should be changed at least twice a day when not
injecting.
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v. The population should also be kept large enough to allow for easy female
virgining for backcrosses.
c. Machine Setup
i. The injection set-up consists of two parts:
1. An inverted microscope equipped with a 20x lens
2. A micromanipulator, and an air-pressure injecting device (e.g.,
Narishige IM-300 Microinjector) connected to the needle holder.
3. A bright field or Nomarski diascopy are most appropriate to
monitor injections.
ii. A set-up installed in a cool room (18˚C) gives more time flexibility as the
embryos develop slowly.
iii. The quality of the needles is critical for high throughput.
1. Needles should be pulled on any horizontal puller of the Sutter
brand series using 1.0 mm OD borosilicate capillaries with omega
dot fiber (e.g. Frederick Haer & Co, # 30-30-0).
a. The settings will be different for each machine and will
need to be updated each time the heating filament is
replaced or re-shaped, or a new type of capillaries is used.
Several parameters influence the shape and properties of
the needle and the effect produced by changing any of them
(heat, velocity of pull, pressure of gas flow, number of
steps) is difficult to predict.
iv. Once the needles are suitable to penetrate the embryos smoothly, the
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amount of injection mix coming out can be adjusted by playing with the
injection time (should be between 10 and 40 ms) and the pressure knobs.

Figure 4 – The microinjection apparatus used by
the members of Lai Lab is very similar to the one
shown above. It includes the microscope and the
injection machine. The following figure was
from the “"Embryo Injection Protocol" by the
Eberly College of Science.

Figure 5 – This is a closer view of the injection
apparatus. The needle is connected to a holder
that is raised just above the coverslip and the lens
of the microscope. The height can be adjusted
using the microinjector itself. The following
figure was from the “"Embryo Injection Protocol"
by the Eberly College of Science

II. Embryo Preparation
a. Harvest embryos from a 20-40 min laying period. The egg-lay caps (with a bit of
fresh yeast paste) should be changed at least twice in the 2 hours preceding this
harvest, to empty females of older embryos. A spatula is best suited to collect the
embryos.
b. Transfer the embryos to a mesh basket and wash thoroughly with a squeeze bottle
of distilled water
c. Set an 18 x 18 mm coverslip on a microscope slide. Put a droplet of water
between the coverslip and the slide to immobilize the coverslip. The edges of the
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coverslip should be parallel to those of the slide.
d. Transfer the clean embryos in a small quantity of water to the center of the
coverslip with a clean thin pointed brush. Remove most water from the brush by
touching a clean Kimwipes. Line up the moist embryos with the end of a small
needle, one at a time, near one edge of the coverslip (but not crossing or touching
the edge), with the posterior pole pointing to the edge. Dorso-ventral orientation
matters because it is easier to inject if all embryos have the same orientation, as
there is no need to refocus. Pack no more than 50 embryos per coverslip, side by
side.
e. Remove leftover embryos (and Save for another slide if they are not too old), and
let the arranged embryos dry for a few minutes to attach them firmly to the
coverslip. Cover them with as little halocarbon oil mix as soon as they seem dry.
Wait 5-10 min until the oil has penetrated between the chorion and the vitelline
membrane, clearing the embryo and allowing staging under the dissecting scope.
III. Microinjection
a. Injection
i. Turn on the nitrogen tank to desired pressure (PSI).
ii. Turn on the injector.
iii. Turn on the microscope lamps to desired brightness.
iv. Move the slide on the microscope stage until the first embryo to be
injected is positioned to the left of the field in the eyepiece.
v. Put a filled needle in the holder and tighten the screw containing the
rubber gasket gently but firmly. Bring the tip of the needle as close as
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possible to the first embryo, first manually, then using the
micromanipulator. From this point, the stage rather than the needle should
be moved for lateral movements. Use the micromanipulator for raised
adjustments to bring the tip of the needle into the focal plane of the
embryo.
vi. Before injecting any embryo, set the injection time and pressure such that
a droplet of the optimal size is released. If no liquid comes out, try
widening the tip of the needle very gently by tickling an embryo (put the
tip in contact with an embryo and move the slide left to right.
vii. Gently impale the first embryo onto the needle tip. Don’t go further in than
one-fifth the length of the embryo. Inject once, making sure you see a
droplet diffusing into the embryo. Otherwise, inject again. Overloaded
embryos won’t explode in many cases, but may be lethal after further
development.
viii. Move the embryo off the needle in a quick motion. The speed limits
cytoplasm/nuclei leaking out of the embryo.
ix. Move the stage down to the next embryo and repeat.
b. After Injection
i. Drain most oil off the coverslip as shown below. Transfer coverslip to a
food vial, placing the edge with the embryos against the food. Keep the
vials at room temperature or at 25˚C until adults hatch.
ii. Turn off the nitrogen tank.
iii. Turn off the injector.
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iv. Turn off the Microscope lamps.
v. Set the micromanipulator back to 0.

Figure 6 – This is a photo of aligned
Drosophila embryos as seen from under
the microscope. The following figure was
from the “"Embryo Injection Protocol" by
the Eberly College of Science

Figure 7 – This is a time lapse of the
embryo injection process. The needle
begins outside the anterior side of the
embryo, then it begins to puncture the
embryo in the second slide. Once the
needle injects the embryo (as shown in the
3rd slide), the DNA is injected and the
needle is removed. There will be minor
leaks, but this does not effect the
experiment. The following figure was from
the “"Embryo Injection Protocol" by the
Eberly College of Science

IV. Handling the flies post-injection
a. In a successful injection procedure, about 50% of the injected Drosophila will
survive to adulthood. It is important to make sure all of the vials of injected flies
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are labeled to avoid confusion and mislabeling. Find the technique that will best
help you organize the vials. Also make sure each of the vials are labeled with a
number to control which Drosophila were injected first, since one will most likely
be injecting more than one set of Drosophila embryos per day.
b. Place 3 injected female flies into each vial and cross to five male flies from the
injection stock.
c. This would have allowed the progeny to grow to adulthood. This is where we
check the progeny for transformants. If a transformant is seen, the fly should be
placed into a fresh vial (newly labeled with the lineage of its parent).
d. Mate the fly to flies from the injection stock.
e. If the transformants all have similarly colored eyes, it is likely that the transposon
hopped into the DNA germline stem cell and that multiple germ cells were
produced containing the same insertion event.
f. After all the flies have grown to maturity, dissect the wings from each fly and
measure the posterior wing area, anterior wing area and the whole wing area.
This way the crosses can be analyzed.

How to make Hydrocarbon Oil Mix
* This protocol was compiled from “Drosophila germline transformation” by Nicolas Gompel [24]

The hydrocarbon oil mix used during microinjection consists of 35 mL of series HC-700
and 5mL of series 27
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How to make Egg Lay Caps
* This protocol was compiled from “Drosophila germline transformation” by Nicolas Gompel [24]

These directions are for 120 caps (3 cm diameter petri dishes lids). Adjust to match needs:
1) Melt 37.5 g of agar (preferable bacterial) in 1 L of dH2O. Then microwave for about 30
seconds or until all mixed and liquefied.
2) Add 12 ml Tegosept (10 g in 100 ml 95% ethanol).
3) Add 400 ml molasses.
4) Stir well then pour into the petri dishes.
5) Store caps in large Petri dishes at 4o C after caps have solidified.
6) Wipe off condensation before use.
How to make the Fly Food (Wheeler-Clayton Mix)
* This protocol was compiled from “Drosophila germline transformation” by Nicolas Gompel [24]

When making in larger quantities, adjust the amounts to match needs:
1) Bring 300 ml of water to a rapid boil. Add the agar and yeast and stir constantly. Cook at
a boil until agar is melted, about 5-10 minutes. Be careful not to burn the agar.
2) Lower the temperature slightly to prevent scalding.
3) Stir constantly; simmer for 10 minutes.
4) Carefully add 95% EtOH, then propionic acid; mix thoroughly.
5) Simmer 5 more minutes.
6) Remove from heat and pour into vials.
7) Poured into the vials using an automatic dispenser that injects the same amount in each of
the vials.
8) After the fly food has been injected in each vial, let the food harder and the water
evaporate. Make sure to cover the vials to prevent contamination.
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9) After letting the fly food sit for about 1 hour, return and cap each vial with cotton. This
is also to prevent contamination.
a) If the vial is smaller, use one cotton ball.
b) If the vial is larger, use 2 cotton balls to cap the top.

Wing Size Analysis
1) Dissect the wings from their respective flies. After each wing is dissected, line the wings
up on a microscope slide. Make sure the microscope slide is labeled with the gene from
which the fly wing is being dissected.
2) There should be about 16-20 wings aligned per slide. Also make sure all of the flies are
facing the same direction. This will help when time comes to take a photograph of each
wing.

Gene Name
Name Date

Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing

Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing

Wing

Wing

Figure 8 – This figure shows how the
wings should be aligned on the
microscope slide. The gene name, date
of alignment and researchers name could
be on the end of the slide as well.

3) Once all of the wings have been aligned, take a photo of each wing. This is done by
using the digital camera connected to the microscope. The image is captured and sent to
the computer using a program called ImageJ ©.
4) ImageJ © is then used to measure the anterior, posterior and whole wing areas. In order
to effective measure the wing areas; one must adjust the tracer to the polygon setting.
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ANTERIOR
WHOLE WING AREA
[(Posterior) + (Anterior)]
POSTERIOR

Figure 9 – This represents the parts of a Drosophila wing. One will measure the posterior and
anterior end for data analysis.

5) Then use the cursor to outline the posterior, anterior and whole wing to get the area.
6) Organize all of the areas in an Excel document. In order to keep track of the wing area of
each wing, number each wing and place the areas measure next to its respective wing.
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Results
The experimental process began with inserting the respective genes in the pUAST vectors,
getting the DNA prepared for germline transformation. Drosophila germline transformation was
carried out to generate the following transgenic lines: UAS-HpoVN, UAS-HpoVC, UASHpoVN KD and UAS-SavVN. By crossing these to flies with the en-Gal4 driver, these
transgenes (HpoVN, HpoVC, HpoVC/HpoVN, HpoVC/SavVN and HpoVN KD) were expressed
in the posterior part of the developing wing. The reason for using the En-Gal4 drivers allows
scientists to define which cells express the gene or protein. Different Gal4 lines will express
Gal4 in different subsets of the fly's tissues. In my research, Gal4 will be expressed in the
posterior of the Drosophila wing.

After the flies had grown to adulthood, the wings from each type of fly were dissected and the
areas of the posterior, anterior and total wings were measured in order to analyze changes in
wing sizes. The data was collected and organized into three tables. These tables were used to
calculate the average areas for total, posterior and anterior wing size, respectively. Each average
was divided by 1E6 so that the data was easier to analyze and graph. Once all the calculations
were made, the specific areas were graphed using Microsoft Excel© in order to observe the
trends. Next, the mean wing areas were run through a one-way ANOVA statistical test using the
Tukey-Kramer method in Minitab©, a statistical function application used when dealing with
unequal sample sizes. The Tukey-Kramer method is a single-step multiple comparison
procedure and statistical test used with an ANOVA to find what means are significantly different
from one another.

It was important to note that the data values collected were collected by

ImageJ © using pixels as the unit of measurement on a MacBook Pro© with a screen resolution
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of 1280x800 pixels. All of the areas were calculated using Drosophila wings photographed at
the same magnification for scale consistency.

Before the data analysis, there were certain expectations for our results based on previous
knowledge about dosage effect. Dosage effect is essentially the relationship between the
phenotypic “value” and the number of genes introduced. When looking at either HpoVC or
HpoVN, only one copy of the protein was expressed. However, HpoVN/HpoVC had 2 copies of
this protein. This would lead on to believe that the posterior wing area for the single copy of
Hpo should be larger than HpoVN/HpoVC because a larger dosage would lead to a stronger
phenotype, and in the case of Hpo, less cell proliferation. The same was true for
HpoVC/SavVN. We know that Sav and Hpo complement each other, causing less cell growth.
This combination was looked at as a larger “dose” and would lead to less cell proliferation than
one copy of just Hpo or just Sav. When analyzing the data, it is shown that our predictions were
correct; specifically for the posterior part of the wing wince it was the targeted area of the wing
to express the phenotype. The anterior and total wing areas were also included in the data so that
a broader picture could be drawn about the data. I wanted to observe if there was a trend in wing
phenotype in the other areas as well as lead to additional questions about dosage effect and the
anterior and total area of the wing.
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Data Analysis for the Total Average Drosophila Wing Area
The data for the total average wing size was organized into Table 2. The average areas,
measured in pixels, were organized based on gene type and were divided by 1e6 so that they
could be easily analyzed. After observing the data, the largest wing size was HpoVN KD at
1.34e6 pixels. The next largest were HpoVC and HpoVN with areas of 1.22e6 pixels and 1.20e6
pixels, respectively. When looking at the average area for the HpoVN/HpoVC combination at
1.08e6 pixels, the area was less than both HpoVC and HpoVN. The HpoVC/SavVN
combination was smaller than HpoVC, HpoVN and HpoVN KD as well with an area of 1.06e6
pixels.

It is important to look at the error bars in the graph, as drawn in Figure 10. Although the bars
themselves show these differences in wing area, a statistical analysis must be carried out in order
to accurately interpret our results. The test most appropriate for multiple group comparisons is a
one-way ANOVA using the Tukey-Kramer method for strengthening posthoc analysis. The
simultaneous confidence interval for the total wing size area was at 95% while the individual
confidence level was at 99.34%. Although the results were statistically significantlly different, it
was important to note that the R2 value of 36.02% was not as high as one would like for our total
wing area data set. The significant differences in mean area were as follows:
Gene Type
HpoVN KD
Hpo VC
Hpo VN
HpoVN/HpoVC
HpoVC/SavVN

Significantly different from…
HpoVN
HpoVN/HpoVC
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVN
HpoVN/HpoVC
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVN KD
HpoVC
HpoVN KD

Table 2 – Drosophila Total Wing Area Statistical Results. This table shows a summary of the grouping of
information and means comparisons using the Tukey-Kramer-Kramer Method. The data was summarized using the
19
output from Minitab. The P-Values can be found in the statistical analysis in Appendix D.

HpoVC

Table 3 – Drosophila Total Wing Area. This table shows the data for the average areas of each wing type we
analyzed. The total area was divided by 1e6 so that the data would be easier to analyze and graph.

Figure 10 – Average Total Drosophila Wing Area. This is a graph that compares the various wing types against
each other to better analyze the area trends with respect to the total wing area. The error bars were drawn within a
5% confidence interval. Data represent Means +/- Standard Deviation.
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Figure 11 – Results for a one-way ANOVA statistical test of the total wing area data using the Tukey-Kramer
method. The data compiled above was done using the program Minitab©.
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Data Analysis for the Posterior Average Drosophila Wing Area
The data for the posterior average wing size was organized into Table 4. The average posterior
Drosophila wing area data had the same trend as the average total Drosophila wing area, with
the largest wing size being the HpoVN KD sample at .46e6 pixels. The next largest were
HpoVC and HpoVN with area’s of .43e6 pixels and .40e6 pixels, respectively. When looking at
the average area for the HpoVN/HpoVC combination at .39e6 pixels, the area was less than both
HpoVC and HpoVN. The HpoVC/SavVN combination was smaller than HpoVC, HpoVN and
HpoVN KD as well, with an area of .28e6 pixels. It was important to note that the area for
HpoVC/SavVN was much smaller, but the reason for this will be discussed later on.

Once again, the error bars in the graph shown in Figure 12 indicate that a statistical test must be
carried out since much of the error ranges overlap. Another one-way ANOVA using the TukeyKramer method was carried out on the posterior data. The simultaneous confidence interval for
the total wing size area was at 95% while the individual confidence level was at 99.34%. The R2
value of 52.58% was a moderate value; however a higher R2 value would again be preferred.
The significant differences in mean area were as follows:
Gene Type

Significantly different from…
HpoVN/HpoVC
HpoVC/SavVN
Hpo VC
HpoVC/SavVN
Hpo VN
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVN/HpoVC
HpoVN KD
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVN KD
HpoVC
HpoVN
HpoVN/HpoVC
Table 4 – Drosophila Posterior Wing Area Statistical Results. This table shows a summary of the grouping of
information and means comparisons using the Tukey Method. The data was summarized using the output from
Minitab. The P-Values can be found in the statistical analysis in Appendix D.
HpoVN KD
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Table 4 – Drosophila Posterior Wing Area. This table shows the data for the average areas of each wing type we
analyzed. The posterior area was divided by 1e6 so that the data would be easier to analyze and graph.

Figure 12 – Average Posterior Drosophila Wing Area. This is a graph that compares the various wing types against
each other to better analyze the area trends with respect to the posterior wing area. The error bars are within a 5%
confidence interval. Data represent Means +/- Standard Deviation.
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Figure 13 – Results for a one-way ANOVA statistical test of the posterior wing area data using the Tukey –
Kramer method. The data compiled above was done using the program Minitab©.

Data Analysis for the Anterior Average Drosophila Wing Area
The data for the anterior average wing size was organized into Table 6. When observing the
trend in the anterior area of the five genotypically variable Drosophila wings, it was interesting
to note that the HpoVC/SavVN area were not the smallest with an area of .79e6 pixels, even
though the total area was the smallest. This could imply that the bulk of the area pixels are found
in the anterior of the wing. However, consistent with the total and posterior wing areas, HpoVN
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KD had the largest area with .88e6 pixels. HpoVC and HpoVN again had average areas very
close to each other at .79e6 pixels and .80e6 pixels, respectively. HpoVN/HpoVC also followed
the trend set in the data analysis of average posterior and total average wing area with an area
less than both HpoVC and HpoVN with .69e6 pixels.

Once again, the error bars in the graph shown in Figure 12 indicate that a statistical test must be
carried out since much of the error ranges overlap. A one-way ANOVA using the TukeyKramer method on the anterior data was run. The simultaneous confidence interval for the total
wing size area was at 95% while the individual confidence level was at 99.34%. The R2 value of
30.03% was a low value therefore a higher R2 value would be preferred. The significant
differences in mean area were as follows:
Gene Type

Significantly different from…
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVC/SavVN
HpoVN KD
HpoVC
HpoVN
HpoVN/HpoVC
Table 5 – Drosophila Anterior Wing Area Statistical Results. This table shows a summary of the grouping of
information and means comparisons using the Tukey Method. The data was summarized using the output from
Minitab. The P-Values can be found in the statistical analysis in Appendix D.

HpoVN KD
Hpo VC
Hpo VN
HpoVN/HpoVC
HpoVC/SavVN
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Table 6 – Drosophila Anterior Wing Area. This table shows the data for the average areas of each wing type we
analyzed. The anterior area was divided by 1e6 so that the data would be easier to analyze and graph.

Figure 14 – Average Anterior Drosophila Wing Area. This is a graph that compares the various wing types against
each other to better analyze the area trends with respect to the anterior wing area. The error bars are within a 5%
confidence interval. Data represent Means +/- Standard Deviation.
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Figure 15 – Results for a one-way ANOVA statistical test of the anterior wing area data using the Tukey –
Kramer method. The data compiled above was done using the program Minitab©.
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Discussion
The two proteins responsible for facilitating the activation of Wts are Sav and Mats (Figure 16).
Hpo can bind and phosphorylate Sav, which then acts as a scaffold and promotes the
phosphorylation of Wts. Hpo can also phosphorylate and activate Mats, strengthening the kinase
activity of Wts. Activated Wts goes on to phosphorylate and inactivate Yki, a transcriptional
coactivator. When Yki is in the active state, it binds to the transcriptional factor Scalloped (Sd),
localizing the complex to the nucleus. The loss of function of Yki leads to tissue atrophy while
the loss of function of Wts and/or Sav leads to increased cell proliferation, diminishing apoptosis
[31].

Figure 16 – The Hippo Pathway. The scheme is a simplified representation of the Hippo Pathway cascade.

Loss of function in Mats also leads to an overgrowth phenotype caused by loss of function of
Hpo, Sav and Wts [31]. This alludes to Mats being the main component of the Hpo pathway
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[33]. The loss of Wts leads to robust cell-autonomous overgrowth in many epithelial structures
such as legs, eyes and in the case of this research, the wings [31]. In order to properly analyze
the changes in wing sizes, it is important to begin with the parts if the wings that we measured in
order to compute the average total wing size.

The initial analysis of the data was observing the average area differences by looking at the
graphs. However, when looking at the error bars per data set, there was quite a bit of overlap
with respect to the error range. In order to properly analyze the data, a statistical test must be
carried out in order to determine if the results were statistically significant. Since the data set
had unequal sample sizes, one had to calculate the estimated standard deviation for each pairwise
comparison, referred to as the Tukey–Kramer method. All of the statistical analysis was done
using the Minitab© application. Before interpreting the one-way ANOVA results for average
total area wing size, the critical F-factor (FCritical) had to be found by looking the value up using
the table found in Appendix C. The critical value was the number that the test statistic must
exceed to reject the test. To find the critical value, one must find the V1 numerator degree of
freedom and the V2 denominator degree of freedom. With respect to the data, the V1 numerator
degree of freedom was 4 (n-1, where n is the number of genotypes tested) and the V2
denominator degree of freedom was 69 (total number of samples – V1). Based on the table, the
FCritical at 5% is 2.505 and the FCritical at 5% is 3.604. It is important to note that our R-squared
values, however, were not too high at 36.02%, 55.18% and 30.03% for average total, posterior
and anterior wing area, respectively.
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Average Total Drosophila Wing Area
The data for average total Drosophila wing area was organized in Table 3 and graphed in Figure
10 in order to better visualize the data. Each genotype was analyzed separately and compared
based on the statistical analysis. First, the F-Value must be compared to the FCritical at a 5% and a
1% significance level. If F> FCritical, then the results were significant at the 5% and/or the 1%
significance level. The Minitab© computation resulted in a F-value of 9.71 for the average total
wing area, which was greater than both the 5% and the 1% significance values. Therefore, it can
be said our results were in fact significant at the 5% significance level. The five genotypes were
grouped by the Minitab© application using the Tukey-Kramer method, shown in Figure 11 and
summarized in Table 2.

HpoVN KD was expected to have the largest wing size since it was expected to be a dominantnegative form of Hpo, leading to cell proliferation. The graph shows HpoVN KD has an average
total wing area of 1.34e6 pixels. However, the error bars must be taken into account. Since the
range of error overlaps with the other data, statistical analysis must be used to see if the
difference in size was statistically significant when compared to the other genotypes. Based on
the Tukey-Kramer Method, HpoVV KD was statistically different from HpoVN,
HpoVN/HpoVC and HpoVC/SavVC but not from HpoVC. It can be said that the mutant was in
fact larger than three of the four other gene types, which was expected. Next, HpoVN and
HpoVC were analyzed. Based on Figure 10, the average total wing areas for these two gene
types were basically the same at 1.22e6 and 1.20e6 pixels. The Tukey-Kramer method results
indicate that HpoVN is not significantly different from any of the other genotypes, however,
HpoVC was significantly different from HpoVN, HpoVN/HpoVC and HpoVC/SavVC. Finally,
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HpoVN/HpoVC and HpoVC/SavVC were analyzed. Based on Figure 10, the average total wing
areas for these two gene types 1.08e6 and 1.20e6 pixels. The Tukey-Kramer method results
indicate that HpoVN was not significantly different from any of the other genotypes while
HpoVC was significantly different from HpoVN, and HpoVN/HpoVC.

Average Posterior Posterior Wing Area
The data for average posterior Drosophila wing area was organized in Table 4 and graphed in
Figure 12 in order to better visualize the data. Each gene type was analyzed separately then
compared based on the statistical analysis. Again, the F-Value must be compared to the FCritical at
a 5% and a 1% significance level. The Minitab© computation resulted in a F-value of 21.23 for
the average total wing area, which was greater than both the 5% and the 1% significance values.
The five gene types were grouped by the Minitab© application using the Tukey-Kramer method,
as shown in Figure 12 and summarized in Table 3.

Like the total wing area, HpoVN KD was expected to have the largest anterior wing area. The
graph shows HpoVN KD had an average total wing area of .46e6 pixels. Again, since the range
of error overlaps with the other data, statistical analysis must be used to see if the difference in
size was statistically significant when compared to the other gene types. Based on the TukeyKramer method, HpoVN KD was statistically different from HpoVC/HpoVN and
HpoVC/SavVN. This makes sense since the mutant should have more cell proliferation than the
normally linked Hpo/Hpo genotype and the paired Hpo/Sav pair. Next, HpoVN and HpoVC
were analyzed. Based on Figure 12, the average total wing areas for these two gene types were
also basically the same at .43e6 and .40e6 pixels. The Tukey-Kramer method results indicated
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that HpoVN and HpoVC were both only significantly different from HpoVC/SavVN. When the
average anterior wing area was analyzed, the same trend as HpoVN and HpoVC is found.
HpoVN/HpoVC was also statistically different from HpoVC/SavVN, with an average posterior
area of .39e6 pixels, very close to the average posterior areas of HpoVC and HpoVN.
HpoVC/SavVC was significantly different from the other four genotypes with an average
posterior area of .28e6 pixels.

Average Anterior Drosophila Wing Area
The data for average anterior Drosophila wing area was organized in Table 6 and graphed in
Figure 14. Again, the F-Value must be compared to the FCritical at a 5% and a 1% significance
level. The Minitab© computation resulted in a F-value of 7.40 for the average total wing area,
which was greater than both the 5% and the 1% significance values. The five gene types were
grouped by the Minitab© application using the Tukey-Kramer method, as shown in Figure 15
and summarized in Table 5.

Similar to the total wing area and the posterior wing area, HpoVN KD was expected to have the
largest anterior wing area. The graph shows HpoVN KD had an average total wing area of .88e6
pixels. Again, since the range of error overlaps with the other data, statistical analysis must be
used to see if the difference in size was statistically significant when compared to the other gene
types. Based on the Tukey-Kramer method, HpoVN KD was only statistically different from
HpoVC/SavVN. Based on Figure 14, the average anterior wing areas for HpoVN and HpoVC
were basically the same at .79e6 and .80e6 pixels. The statistical results indicated that HpoVN
and HpoVC were both only significantly different from HpoVC/SavVN, the same as HpoVN and
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HpoVC in the posterior data set. HpoVN/HpoVC was also statistically different from
HpoVC/SavVN, with an average posterior area of .69e6 pixels. HpoVC/SavVC was
significantly different from the other four genotypes with an average posterior area of .79e6
pixels.

Conclusion
Based on the data from the average posterior, anterior and total wing area, the results reflected
our expectations. The mutant Hpo, HpoVN KD, had the largest average total wing area of
1.34e6 pixels. As a mutant, Wts may not phosphorylate and therefore Yki could be activated,
leading to cell proliferation. It would then be expected for HpoVC and HpoVN to have some
wing growth, but still less than the mutant. This was the case since HpoVC and HpoVN both
had areas of 1.22e6 pixels and 1.20e6 pixels, respectively. It is believed these areas were less
because Hpo phosphorylated Wts, which inactivated Yki and prevented overexpression.
Therefore, it was concluded that the HpoVN/HpoVC combination should have an area smaller
than the individual HpoVC and HpoVN. This was the case, as HpoVN/HpoVC had an average
total wing area of 1.08e6 pixels. The HpoVC/SavVN combination should also follow a similar
to trend to the HpoVN/HpoVC combination. Based on the data, the average total area for
HpoVC/SavVN was a little less than HpoVN/HpoVC at 1.065e6 pixels. This made sense
because Hpo bound to Sav and phosphorylated it.

There were always factors that could lead to error in the data, the main simply being human error
in measurement. It was important to note that the wing sample sizes were not very large. For
HpoVC/SavVN, the wing sample size was seventeen wings. In the future, I would collect more
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wing samples in order to increase my sample size. This would lead to better statistical analysis
(larger R2 values) and could reduce the effect of human error. Another aspect of the experiment
I would change for the future would be to have a more clear-cut control group. Instead of
comparing the data to the mutant (HpoVN KD), I would have a wild-type wing to use for
comparison and analyze the data against this control. Then the pixels could be represented as a
percentage of the size of the control. It would also be interesting to analyze the sizes of other
epithelial structures such as the legs and eyes to see if there was a correlation across structures.

By continuing to study the Hippo signaling pathway, scientist are poised to provide answers and
insight to the questions had about how tissue and organ size is determined during development,
how it is maintained during the adult life, and how it is regulated.
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Appendix A

Appendix A – Drosophila Wing Photos

Note: All of the wing photos were taken at the same zoom level of 40x2 on the microscope.
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Appendix B

Appendix B – Drosophila Wing Area Measurements

Note: The following data was collected using the program ImageJ ©. The numbers are not a
specific unit of measurement, but a universal unit used by ImageJ ©. All of the wing photos
were taken at the same zoom level of 40x2 on the microscope.
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Hpo VC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18

Total

Posterior

Anterior

1108687
1433581
1375055
1433222
1405552
1084183
1091522
1424596
1399879
1455926
1032891
1266754
1048230
1067720
1026834
986453
1079495

393329
530481
496758
527071
520087
381016
398566
443541
495711
541753
362281
456820
388181
357793
345626
324959
347754

715358
903100
878297
906151
885465
703167
692956
981055
904168
914173
670610
809934
660049
709927
681208
661494
731741

Average
1218857.647
430101.5882
788756.0588
Divided by 1e6
1.218857647
0.430101588
0.788756059
Table A – Hpo VC Data. This data represents the total, posterior and anterior areas of the Hpo VC Drosophila.

Hpo VC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18

Total

Posterior

Anterior

1108687
1433581
1375055
1433222
1405552
1084183
1091522
1424596
1399879
1455926
1032891
1266754
1048230
1067720
1026834
986453
1079495

393329
530481
496758
527071
520087
381016
398566
443541
495711
541753
362281
456820
388181
357793
345626
324959
347754

715358
903100
878297
906151
885465
703167
692956
981055
904168
914173
670610
809934
660049
709927
681208
661494
731741

Average
1218857.647
430101.5882
788756.0588
Divided by 1e6
1.218857647
0.430101588
0.788756059
Table B – Hpo VN Data. This data represents the total, posterior and anterior areas of the Hpo VN Drosophila.
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Hpo VN/Hpo VC
2
3
4
6
8
9
11
13
14
15
16
18
19
20

Total

Posterior

Anterior

1102464
1296646
1200446
971393
1033692
1092589
1127781
1024097
1025074
1019383
1022663
1091495
1103613
1004190

340352
433579
453817
326752
312902
365648
489877
457605
325258
441410
476363
368785
352616
324928

762112
863067
746629
644641
720790
726941
637904
566492
699816
577973
546300
722710
750997
679262

Average
1079680.429
390706.5714
688973.8571
Divided by 1e6
1.079680429
0.390706571
0.688973857
Table C – Hpo VN/HpoVC Data. This data represents the total, posterior and anterior areas of the Hpo VN/HpoVC
Drosophila.

Hpo VC/Sav VC
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Total

Posterior

Anterior

1090712
1110119
1045537
1000743
1239796
1109936
1019386
1127585
952790
1018915
982158
1134532
1129529
921394
1116790
956546
1154498

309585
268550
267255
231726
342248
269235
247665
310775
215417
275104
237583
335751
304721
250511
298482
238078
326703

781127
841569
778282
769017
897548
840701
771721
816810
737373
743811
744575
798781
824808
670883
818308
718468
827795

Average
1065350.941
278199.3529
787151.5882
Divided by 1e6
1.065350941
0.278199353
0.787151588
Table D – Hpo VN/Sav VC Data. This data represents the total, posterior and anterior areas of the Hpo VN/Sav VC
Drosophila.
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Hpo VN KD
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Total

Posterior

Anterior

1365916
1412990
1503901
1254039
1583157
1234727
1357917
1368913
1356972
908472
1378805
1360560

414620
462226
512678
441570
567714
454263
465770
440010
448969
322030
501958
460449

951296
950764
991223
812469
1015443
780464
892147
928903
908003
586442
876847
900111

Average
1340530.75
457688.0833
882842.6667
Divided by 1e6
1.34053075
0.457688083
0.882842667
Table E – Hpo VN KD Data. This data represents the total, posterior and anterior areas of the Hpo VN KD
Drosophila.

Note: The area measurements were all divided by 1E6 so that the numbers were easier to
analyze and graph.
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Appendix C

Appendix C – Upper critical values of the F distribution at the 5% and 1% significance levels

Note: The following table was taken from the Engineering Statistics Handbook compiled by
NIST/SEMATECH.
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Appendix D

Appendix D – Summary of Minitab© One-Way ANOVA Data Analysis

Note: The following table was taken from the Engineering Statistics Handbook compiled by
NIST/SEMATECH.
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